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Fixed Income Index Sector YTD Returns  - Through 9/13/17 

• YTD through 9/13/17 Core fixed income has underperformed Non-Core 
(high yield, emerging markets, bank loans, municipals and preferreds) 
spread sectors, repeating the trend in place for 2016. 

• The Bloomberg Barclays US Agg, the primary benchmark representing Core 
fixed income, is up just under 3.5%. With 68% of the Agg in Treasuries (up 
3%) and MBS (up 2.5%) the most positive contributor to Agg returns has 
been US Corporates (up 5%). 

• Non-Core spread sectors have outperformed Core with tax-exempt munis up 
5.3%, High Yield up 6.4%, taxable munis advancing 7%, Emerging Markets 
up 7.75%, and Preferreds soaring above 9%. 

• The low global yield environment and chase for yield has driven investors 
into the spread sectors despite higher credit and liquidity risks. 

Source: Bloomberg L.P. as of 9/13/17 
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US Rate Markets – Treasury Yield Curve Changes 

• The US Treasury Yield curve has flattened YTD through 8/30/17. US 
Treasury yields less than 2-years have risen along with Fed rate hikes and 
announced plans for Quantitative Easing (QE) by the Fed. Yields in the 
“belly” of the curve, with maturities of 2-years to 7-years, have rallied as 
the economic and inflation data undershoot expectations. 10-year and 30-
year Treasury yields have also dropped as institutional demand for long 
duration yield remains strong in the fixed income market. 

• As a result of these moves Treasury spreads between the 30yr and all other 
points on the curve have resumed the flattening trend largely in place since 
the taper tantrum of 2013.  

Source: Bloomberg L.P. as of 9/13/17 

Source: Bloomberg LP 9/13/17 

Source: Bloomberg L.P. as of 9/13/17 
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US Rate Markets – Short-Term Funding Benchmarks 

• Short-term funding benchmark rates in the US continue to march steadily 
higher despite mixed expectations for US growth, inflation, Fed rate hikes, 
and Fed tapering sizes and timing. 

• As of 8/31/17 3-Month LIBOR has risen to 1.32%, remaining above nearly 
all floor levels for bank loans. The SIFMA Municipal Swap rate, the 
benchmark reset rate for floating rate munis (VRDO’s), has been volatile but 
is currently around 0.8%. 2-Year swap rates, a key metric for interest rate 
and derivatives hedges for institutions, continues to trend higher at around 
1.54%. 

Source: Bloomberg L.P. as of 9/13/17 
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US Spread Sectors – Spreads Remain Slightly Rich 

• The low global yield environment, hunt for yield, and strong technicals across spread 
markets with much more demand than supply has led credit spreads to tighten. 

• Compared to the historical average from 2003 to 2017 all spread sectors ended the 2Q17 
at levels well below averages: 

− High Yield spreads (the Bloomberg Barclays US High Yield Index) are at 381bp 
compared to the average around 540bp 

− EM spreads (Bloomberg Barclays EM USD Aggregate Index) are at 260bp compared to 
the average around 335bp 

− Corporate spreads (Bloomberg Barclays US Corporate Index) are at 110bp compared 
to the average around 160bp 

− Taxable muni spreads (Bloomberg Barclays Taxable Muni Index) are at 134bp 
compared to the average around 180bp 
 

Source: Bloomberg L.P. as of 9/19/17 
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US Monetary Policy – Outlook 

• Economic data has been mixed of late, geopolitical risks have risen, and global 
central banks are still caught between a rock and a hard place on when and how 
to begin removing monetary easing through a curbing of quantitative easing. 

• Fed fund futures markets predict only about a 50% chance of a 25bp rate hike 
before year-end. As of this writing the FOMC meeting on 9/20 was not accounted 
for in terms of QE tapering and the FOMC new economic projections. 

• In an addendum to their most recent statement the FOMC stated that, as long as 
their economic outlook materializes as expected, they will begin to taper QE 
before year-end. This potential announcement should have more impact on the 
shape and slope of the US Yield Curve than actual FOMC hikes. Think back to 
Operation Twist in 2011 when the Fed FLATTENED the curve…today they could 
attempt to do the reverse and STEEPEN the curve. 

 
 

Source: Bloomberg L.P. as of 9/19/17 
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US Rate Market Outlook – Short Term Funding Benchmarks 

• The historical correlation between the Fed Funds rate and 3-Month LIBOR is 
extremely high at around 0.73 going back to 1985.  

• With Fed Funds futures calling for possibly only one more 25bp rate hike 
before the end of the year, and a historical spread of 25bp to 50bp between 
Fed Funds and LIBOR, we could see 3-Month LIBOR rise from 1.3% to 
between 1.5% and 1.75% by year-end, but this is extremely uncertain. 

• Floating rate fixed income sectors should continue to benefit from this 
potential rise in LIBOR from the possibility of higher income and yields. 

Source: Bloomberg L.P. as of 9/19/17 
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US Rate Market Outlook – Treasury Yield Curve 

• Looking back at the relationship between the Fed Funds rate and the slope of the US 
Treasury yield curve we see a consistent relationship: when the Fed is cutting rates the 
curve STEEPENS and when the Fed is raising rates the curve FLATTENS. 

• The most recent Fed tightening campaign from 2004-2006 saw the curve flatten 
tremendously with 5’s-30’s almost becoming zero. We can expect over the next year as 
the Fed continues to tighten the curve will likely continue to flatten as short rates rise 
AND long rates stay well bid by US institutional investors. 

• How the long end of the Treasury curve moves in the months ahead will largely be driven 
by the market reaction to both statements, and concrete action, from global central 
banks regarding the process of unwinding QE. 

 

Source: Bloomberg L.P. as of 9/19/17 
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US Spread Sector Outlook – Technicals Keep Spreads Tight 
But Fundamental Risks Are Rising 

• TECHNICALS – Spreads remain tight compared to historical averages as the demand for 
spread product far outpaces supply in every non-core sector. 

• FUNDAMENTALS – At the same time that leverage is rising (Debt to Earnings) and that 
dividend payouts are increasing we are not seeing a steady rise in free cash flow. As a 
result it appears that servicing higher debt loads is becoming a larger risk that has 
been largely ignored by spread product investors. 

• OUTLOOK – With mixed economic signals and complacent investors we could see a 
period of spread widening in HY, Credit, and Bank Loans if cash flow metrics remain 
stretched. EM remains more at risk from overall risk sentiment than weaker 

fundamentals.   
 

Source: Bloomberg L.P. as of 9/19/17 
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Important information 

11 P-FDNA-PPT-1I  10.16  

An issuer may be unable to meet interest and/or principal payments, thereby causing its instruments to decrease in value and 
lowering the issuer’s credit rating.  

Interest rate risk refers to the risk that bond prices generally fall as interest rates rise and vice versa.  

The values of junk bonds fluctuate more than those of high quality bonds and can decline significantly over short time periods. 

Investments focused in a particular industry or sector are subject to greater risk, and are more greatly impacted by market 
volatility, than more diversified investments.  

Municipal securities are subject to the risk that legislative or economic conditions could affect an issuer’s ability to make 
payments of principal and/ or interest. The fund is non-diversified and may experience greater volatility than a more diversified 
investment.  

Treasury securities are backed by the full faith and credit of the US government as to the timely payment of principal and 
interest. 

Preferred securities may be less liquid than many other securities, and in certain circumstances, an issuer of preferred securities 
may redeem the securities prior to a specified date. 

The risks of investing in securities of foreign issuers, including emerging market issuers, can include fluctuations in foreign 
currencies, political and economic instability, and foreign taxation issues.  

In general, equity values fluctuate, sometimes widely, in response to activities specific to the company as well as general 
market, economic and political conditions. 

This does not constitute a recommendation of any investment strategy or product for a particular investor. Investors should 
consult a financial professional before making any investment decisions. 

 

 

 

 

The opinions expressed are those of James Meyers, which are based on current market conditions and are subject 
to change without notice. These opinions may differ from those of other Invesco investment professionals. 
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